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Abstract 
Let Ct , . . , C, and C,l, . . . , Ck be two collections of equal disks in the plane, with centers cl,. . . , c, and 
cl,, . . , CL. According to a well-known conjecture of Klee and Wagon (1991), if Ici - cjl 2 Icb - cil for all i, j, 
then Area(ni Ci) < Area(ni Ci). 
We prove this statement in the special case when there is a continuous contraction of {cl,. . . , c,} onto 
{i&...,&}. 
1. Introduction 
More than 35 years ago E. Thue Poulsen [14], M. Kneser [8] and H. Hadwiger [7] proposed the 
following conjecture, that remains open in spite of many efforts. 
Let {CO, . . . , C,}, {CA, . . . , Ck} be two collections of disks of radius T in the plane. Let ci and c!, 
denote the center of Ci and C,!, respectively, and assume that 
Ici - cj] 3 Ici - ci\ for all i and j. 
Then 
It is also conjectured that, under the same assumptions, 
(1) 
(2) 
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W. Habicht (see [S]) and B. Bollobas (see [3]) settled (l), in the special case when the system 
{Co,...,CTJ can be continuously transformed into {CA, . . . , Ck} so that during the transformation 
the mutual distances between the centers do not increase. 
In this note, we prove (2) in the same special case. 
Our result is based on the following observation. Given a collection of points in d-space, the 
Minkowski sum of the intersection of unit balls centered at the points and the intersection of all unit 
balls that contain the points, is a body of constant width. 
For a history of this problem and an extensive review of the related literature, see the recent 
monograph by Klee and Wagon [9]. 
2. Definitions, basic facts 
Let S be a set of points in Rd, cr > 0. Let conv,(S) denote the intersection of all balls of radius 
Q that contain S, and let cent,(S) denote the centers of these balls. See Fig. 1. 
Define widthd(K, x) to be the distance between the two supporting hyperplanes of a convex body 
K, that are perpendicular to the vector 2. 
Let W(K), the mean width of K, be defined as 
1 
W(K) = Vol&i(Sd-i) s 
widthd(K, x) dx. 
Sd- 1 
Observe the following properties of conv,(S), cent,(S) and W(K). 
?? cent,(S) is the intersection of disks of radius CII, centered at the points in S. 
a The vertices of conv,(S) form a subset of S. 
Fig. 1. COIN,(S) and cent,(S). 
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When d = 2, we have 
where Per(K) denotes the perimeter of K. For a proof, see [4,2,10]. 
When d = 2, the boundaries of both cent,(S) and conv,(S) consist of a collection of arcs of 
radius (u. These two boundaries are dual to each other, in the sence that arcs of the one, are centered 
at vertices of the other. The situation is more complicated in higher dimensions. 
The key observation is that the boundary of conv,(S), is more easily dealt with than the boundary 
of cent,(S), because its vertices are the centers whose motion is monotone by assumption. 
3. Results 
Theorem 1. Let S be a set of points in Rd and let 23 = conv,(S) + cent,(S), where “+ ” denotes 
the Minkowski sum. Then B is a convex body of constant width; widthd(t3, <) = 2a for all direction 
vectors <. 
Proof. Assume without loss of generality, that the direction [ is the direction of the z-axis. 
l&in (and V,,) are the points of conv&S) with smallest (and largest) z-coordinate. Tmin and Tmax 
are similarly defined for centa( 
Let q5 denote the orhogonal projection onto the z-axis. 
Clearly, 4(B) = [+(&in + Tmin), WLX + GMX)]. 
The length of q5(2?), 
[+(a)[ = I+(Vmax + Tmax) - 4(Lin + Tmin)l = I~(Gxu - Vnii,) + ~(Kmx - Gin)(. 
However, it is easy to see that Tmax - V&n and V,, - Tmin are vectors of length cz and parallel to 
the z-axis. 0 
Next, we establish a connection between the intersection of a collection of disks and the intersection 
of the disks that contain the centers of the collection. 
Recall the definition of W from the previous section and observe that 
W(conv,(S)) + W(cent,(S)) = W(conv,(S) + cent,(S)) = w(a), 
and by Theorem 1, VV(Z3) = 2~. 
In the special case when d = 2, we can deduce from (3), that 
Per(conv,(S)) + Per(cent,(S)) = 2a7r. 
Now we can easily deduce the main result in this note. 
(4) 
Theorem 2. Let Cl, . . . , C, and Ci, . . . , CA be two collections of equal disks of radius (u, in the plane. 
Suppose that there exists a continuous motion of {cl,. . . , G} onto (~‘1,. . . , d,}, such that 1~ - cj 1 
decreases during the whole motion, for every pair 1 < i, j < n. Then 
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Proof. 
Recall that fli Ci = cent,(ct , . . . , cn). Observe that 
CY 
Area ( )J i Ci = Per(cent,({ct,. . . ,G})) dr i=l 0 
and from (4) 
a! 
=27ra!- J Per(conv, ({cl, . . . , k})) dr. 
0 
Similar equations are also true for the collection {c{ ,. . . , CL} and so it suffices to prove 
Per(conv, ({cl,. . . , cn})) 2 Per(conb ({c’, , . . . , CL})) (5) 
for any positive r. 
Let us consider the continuous motion of the collection {cl, . . . , k}, in the open interval between 
two successive changes in the combinatorial structure (the list of vertices appearing on the boundary, in 
cyclic order) of conv, ({cl ,. . . , c,}). Clearly, (5) will follow if we prove that Per(conv,({ct , . . . , k})) 
is non-increasing in this interval. But this follows easily, since Per(conv,({cl , . . . , c,})) consists of a 
list of circular arcs, whose lengths are non-increasing during the entire interval. 0 
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